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YOU’RE BUILT FOR REALITY; YOU’RE OPTIMIZED FOR RESULTS

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 1.2: The CLARITY® Results Model

You can remember this easily by using the acronym and metaphor ‘CAR’
(Clarity + Action = Results). As a driver, the more deeply you under-
stand the principles of motoring, the more flexibly, skillfully and enjoy-
ably you’re able to use a car to get you where you want to go. Similarly,
the more deeply you understand the principles we’re going to be explor-
ing in this book, the more flexibly, creatively and enjoyably you’re going
to be able to create the experiences and results you want in your life.

Whatever your experience has been so far in life, you have good
reason to be hopeful. You have these innate capacities and deep
drivers within you. As you get a deeper understanding of the princi-
ples behind clarity, you’re going to find these capacities and instincts
showing up automatically, more and more of the time, without you
having to think about it consciously.

So if we all have these innate capacities and instincts, what gets in
the way? If we’re all state-of-the-art results-creators, why is it so
often a struggle to solve our problems or make changes? Why does
it sometimes seem so challenging to get results?

Bottom line results: The fact that you’re alive means you’re a state-of-
the-art results-creator, optimized by millions of years of evolution. As the
rate of change continues increasing, the ability to sense and respond to
threats and opportunities is becoming increasingly important. You pos-
sess innate capacities that are the deep drivers of business success. Your
(and your organization’s) ability to sense, respond and create results is a
function of your realization of those innate capacities.
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the gunshots. But the president was quickly attended by doctors who, in
an attempt to dislodge the bullet, inserted their unsterilized fingers and
instruments into his open wound.

The president’s doctors had a fundamental misunderstanding about the
nature of infection. . .

By the time Garfield was shot, the British physician Joseph Lister had been

pioneering antiseptic surgical procedures for 14 years. The mortality rate

among his patients had dropped dramatically, and many European doc-

tors had adopted Lister’s ideas. But most American doctors of the day

did not believe that germs (invisible to the naked eye) were the cause

of infection. They preferred explanations they could more easily under-

stand, and that were in keeping with the prevailing orthodoxy. . . the

mistaken belief that an infection could have a variety of causes, ranging

from ‘miasmas’ (bad air) to moral factors.

Doctors + Misunderstanding = Accidental Infection

James A. Garfield died 11 weeks later, his body riddled with infection
that was the consequence of his doctors’ misunderstanding.

Think about it. . . The President of the United States. . . He had
access to his country’s top doctors, but those doctors were in thrall
to a fundamental misunderstanding. . . an illusion. . . a trick of the
mind. History has numerous examples of this kind of illusion:

Misunderstanding/Illusion/Trick
of the mind/La-la Land

The reality you’re built for/
Fact of life/Pre-existing truth

Flat earth Spherical earth

Geocentric universe (earth is the
unmoving centre)

Solar system (earth goes round
the sun)

Stars and planets are held in place by
crystal spheres

The principle of gravity

Infection is caused by miasmas,
humours, moral character and other
factors

Infection is caused by germs
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THE ONE AND ONLY WAY YOUR MIND ALWAYS WORKS

Once again, you’re a born results-creator. The primary obstacle
to you creating the results that matter to you is the outside-in
misunderstanding; the mistaken belief that you’re feeling some-
thing other than Thought in the moment. As you realize this for
yourself, you’ll start experiencing the unexpected yet inevitable
results of living more closely in alignment with the reality you’re
built for.

Misunderstanding/Illusion/Trick of
the mind/La-la Land

The reality you’re built for/
Fact of life/Pre-existing truth

The outside-in misunderstanding: it
honestly seems like your feelings are
giving you feedback about something
other than THOUGHT in the moment,
for example. . .

– Past events

– Future possibilities

– Current circumstances

– Other people

– Your skills, abilities and potentials

– What you’re like as a person

The inside-out reality: your feelings
are giving you feedback about
THOUGHT in the moment and
nothing else

Reality check

‘I’ve seen the words “feeling” and “feelings” 10 times already in this
chapter. Is this a book about emotions?’ No. The sentence ‘You’re living
in the feeling of the principle of THOUGHT taking form in the moment’
can be stated in a variety of ways. . .

– You’re living in the experience of THOUGHT in the moment.

– You’re living in a THOUGHT-generated perceptual reality.

– You’re living in your moment-to-moment state of mind/attitude/
mindset/mood.

Your whole experience of life is a THOUGHT-generated totality; an undi-
vided unity springing into being, moment by moment. There is no divi-
sion between thinking and feeling, psychology and emotion. It is one
unified experience being created using the power of THOUGHT.
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Is this emotional intelligence?

The past 20 years have seen increasing interest in ‘emotional
intelligence’ as an explanation for high performance in certain
domains (e.g. leadership, negotiation, influence). Unfortunately,
attempts to add the ‘skills’ of emotional intelligence to people’s
repertoire have often achieved only patchy results until now. Why?
Because emotional intelligence isn’t additive; it’s an expression of
innate capacities that you already possess. The ‘skills’ of emotional
intelligence emerge naturally when there’s nothing getting in the
way. And what gets in the way? Contaminated thinking arising from
the outside-in misunderstanding. But as you subtract that misunder-
standing, you’re going to find the qualities of emotional intelligence
emerging and developing automatically as you interact with others.

The power of subtraction

Over the next three days, I guided Ian through the discoveries we’re
going to be exploring together in this book. As he started to ‘see
through’ the outside-in misunderstanding, he began to relax into his
true nature, and wake up to the beauty of life. On the third day, we
reviewed the list of outcomes Ian had made at the beginning, and
he started laughing. As we went through his list of objectives, we
found that each of the problems, changes and desired results looked
profoundly different.

Problems Changes Desired results

The problem no longer
existed, or. . .

The solution was now
obvious, and he felt
capable and motivated
to resolve the problem,
or. . .

The urgency was gone,
and he felt comfortable
and confident that the
solution would emerge
in due course

The change no longer
seemed important,
or. . .

The change had
already happened,
or. . .

The urgency was
gone, and he was
happy to let it emerge
in an organic way

The result no longer
seemed important,
or. . .

The result had been
replaced by
something much
more inspiring and
natural for him, or. . .

The way forward was
obvious, and he felt
ready and excited to
start creating it
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THE ONE AND ONLY WAY YOUR MIND ALWAYS WORKS

I love this part of the transformation process. As you fall out of the
La-la Land of your misunderstanding, you come to rest in the reality
of clarity, freedom and possibility. As you start waking up to your
true nature, you realize just how much power you have to live a life
that deeply inspires you.

In the time since our three days together, Ian’s life and business have
continued to transform. As well as a new sense of energy of per-
sonal direction, he’s enjoying deeper-than-ever connections in his
relationships, and more fun and spontaneity in general. As Ian has
introduced this understanding into his business, it’s had a dramatic
effect on his team and their performance. In the 24 months since
Ian’s intensive, his business has gone from being ‘stuck’ to experi-
encing an impressive 60% growth. He told me, ‘It’s wonderful to
see my team flourish, take on more responsibility and be so much
more productive. We’re connected, aligned and all pulling in the
same direction. For me personally, this shows up in my life as work-
ing less for more results.’ Very importantly, he no longer feels stuck,
and is enjoying sharing his newfound clarity with clients, colleagues
and loved ones. And the formula I came up with for Ian ended up
being boiled down to The Clarity Equation. . .

CLARITY CAPACITY CONTAMINATIONequals minus

Figure 2.1: The CLARITY® Equation

Practicality check: How is a deeper
understanding of my mind going to help me
get results?

This simple formula, Clarity equals Capacity minus Contamination, points
us back to the innate capacities and deep drivers we talked about in
Chapter 1. . .
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ELIMINATING WORRY, ANXIETY AND FEAR OF CRITICISM

from the lack of the teddy bear, but 100% of them are coming from
within the child.

This example is uncontroversial, but how quickly do we change our
tune when we substitute the ‘adult teddy bears’ of money, jobs or
romantic partners? Of our future hopes, fears or uncertainties? Of
our past victories, defeats or indiscretions? How different does it
seem when we ponder the ‘teddy bear’ of our physical body, our
health or our personality? 100% of your feelings of worry, anx-
iety and insecurity are generated from within you, even when it
seems like they’re coming from an ‘adult teddy bear’. The same goes
for your feelings of peace, security and comfort. The teddy bear is
always neutral.

It appears as though the sun rises, but it’s an illusion caused by the
rotation of the earth. It seems like our feelings of security come from
our income, our relationships or our teddy bears, but it’s an illusion
caused by our conditioning and perception. Of course, this doesn’t
just apply to our feelings of security; it also holds true for feelings of
insecurity. Remember the trick of the mind from Chapter 2? Now
we can expand on it. . .

Misunderstanding/Illusion/
Trick of the mind/La-la Land

The reality you’re built for/
Fact of life/Pre-existing truth

The outside-in misunderstanding: It
honestly seems like your feelings are
giving you feedback about
something other than THOUGHT in the
moment, for example. . .

– Some future event or outcome
(worry and anxiety tends to be
future-oriented)

– What you’re like as a person
(self-doubt, shame, shyness tend
to be self-oriented)

– Past occurrences (guilt, regret,
remorse tend to be past-oriented)

– Other people (resentment, envy,
jealousy tend to be other-oriented)

The inside-out reality: Your
feelings are giving you feedback
about THOUGHT in the moment
and nothing else. 100% of your
feelings are an experience of
100% of your THOUGHT-generated
perceptual reality. 0% of your
feelings are an experience of
anything other than THOUGHT in
the moment
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The illusion that tricks us into believing our felt experience is being
generated from something other than Thought is both compelling
and invisible. We all get fooled by it, and we will continue to get
fooled by it from time to time. There’s no immunity from this trick
of the mind. There is, however, an inoculation. . .

As you continue to deepen your understanding of the
principles behind clarity, you’ll be tricked less often and

wake up more quickly when you do get tricked.

Why feelings of worry or anxiety are not
the problem

Everyone sometimes experiences feelings of insecurity, such as
worry, anxiety or self-doubt. That’s not a problem. Those feelings
are giving you feedback on the totality of your Thought-generated
experience in the moment, and that’s really useful. The problem
is that you sometimes believe your feelings are letting you know
about something other than Thought. And why is that a problem?

Here’s a simple analogy: Cars have a fuel gauge and a speedometer.
These are feedback mechanisms, each designed to measure one
thing. The fuel gauge gives feedback on the amount of fuel in the
car’s fuel tank. The speedometer gives feedback on the speed the
wheels are turning at. The fuel gauge is an expert on the fuel level
and nothing else. The speedometer is an expert on the speed and
nothing else. The fuel gauge doesn’t know anything about the speed,
and the speedometer doesn’t know anything about the fuel level.

F

E

The Fuel Gauge
Gives feedback on one thing: the

amount of fuel in the car’s fuel tank.

The Speedometer
Gives feedback on one thing: the

speed the car’s wheels are turning at.

The Feeling Gauge
Gives feedback on one thing: a person’s

THOUGHT-generated perceptual
reality in the moment.

Figure 3.1: The Feeling Gauge
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Literary La-la Lands Scientific La-la Lands

Narnia (C.S. Lewis)

Wonderland (Lewis Carroll)

Middle Earth (J.R.R. Tolkien)

Land of Oz (L. Frank Baum)

Discworld (Terry Pratchett)

Flat earth with a dome (Babylonian)

Crystal spheres (Aristotelian)

Geocentric model (astronomy before
Copernicus, Galileo and Kepler)

Phlogiston theory (chemistry before
Lavoisier)

Miasmas and atmospheres (medicine
before germ theory)

When we believe in a La-la Land, we’re believing the world works
in a way that is not based in reality. We’ve slipped into misunder-
standing and contaminated thinking. And here’s the thing:

You’re not built for a non-existent La-la Land.. .
You’re built for reality.

The fact that you understand the reality of germs means you wash
your hands regularly, cover your mouth when you cough and
observe the three-second-rule if you drop a sandwich on the floor.
These behaviours are grounded in a better understanding of real-
ity than people who lived 200 years ago had. As a result of having
a better understanding of how life already works, you get to pros-
per, thrive and be healthy. You’re not caught up in the superstitions
about illness and disease that contaminated the perceptions of peo-
ple who lived 200 years ago. Your understanding is aligned more
closely with the reality you’re built for.

When you’re ‘hanging out in reality’, you do very well. You get
intuitions about what to do, about when to rest and when to take
action. Your innate capacities are fully available to you when you’re
hanging out in reality, living in the present moment. You have a
natural capacity to connect with other people. You have a natu-
ral capacity for insight and realization. You have a natural capacity
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Trick of the mind Misunderstanding/ Illusion/La-la Land

The reality you’re built
for/Fact of life/
Pre-existing truth

The outside-in illusion: It seems as if a person’s feelings are giving them feedback
about. . .

The inside-out reality: Your
feelings are giving you
feedback about THOUGHT in
the moment and nothing
else

Worry a future event or outcome

100% of your feelings are
a reflection of 100% of
your THOUGHT-generated
perceptual reality. 0% of

your feelings are a
reflection of anything other

than THOUGHT in the
moment

Anxiety a circumstance, past, current or future
Self-doubt themselves; their capabilities, their qualities, their value as a person
Boredom whatever’s going on at the moment
Stress external circumstances and their ability to deal with them
Depression themselves, their levels of OK-ness, their life, their past and their future
Pressure what’s expected of them/what’s being asked of them
Resentment the past behaviour of other people
Impatience something they don’t believe is happening fast enough
Urgency something they believe needs to happen quickly
Overwhelm the number of things/events they’re thinking about
Fraud/ Impostor syndrome their (lack of) value or worthiness as a person
Low self-esteem their (lack of) value or worthiness as a person
Social anxiety other people, their opinion of people and their ability to interact with those people
Fear of failure the consequences of things not turning out in a certain way in the future
Performance anxiety their ability to deliver, and other people’s opinion of/response to them
Fear of public speaking their ability to deliver, and other people’s opinion of/response to them
Fear of criticism another person’s opinion of them or their efforts
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and poor results for patients. Deacon states that ‘an honest and pub-
lic dialog about the validity and utility of the biomedical paradigm is
urgently needed’.

∗SOURCE: The biomedical model of mental disorder: A critical analysis of its validity, utility,

and effects on psychotherapy research by Brett J. Deacon PhD. Clinical Psychology Review

Volume 33, Issue 7, November 2013, Pages 846–861

When we slip into the La-la Land of the outside-in misunderstand-
ing, we go into ‘victim’ mode. Our thinking accelerates and mul-
tiplies as we mistakenly attribute our feelings to external factors.
But the moment we wake up to the fact of where our experience is
coming from, our heads start to clear, and we fall back into the real-
ity of the now.

Practicality check: How is eliminating worry,
anxiety and fear of criticism going to help me
get results?

The relationship between a clear mind and high performance is well doc-
umented. The outside-in misunderstanding is the single biggest source
of the contaminated thinking that blocks people from clarity, impedes
their performance and inhibits their ability to create the results that mat-
ter to them. But the CLARITY® model is ruthlessly subtractive. As you get
a deeper understanding of the principles behind clarity, it’s going to take
things off your mind, and bring your innate capacities to the fore. And
as clarity continues to emerge, you’ll find yourself having more and more
freedom to take the actions you need to create the results that matter
to you.

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 3.2: The CLARITY® Results Model
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THE SOURCE OF RESOURCEFULNESS, RESILIENCE AND RESULTS

– I am [name]

– I am a man

– I am a woman

– I am a son

– I am a daughter

– I am a brother

– I am a sister

– I am a father

– I am a mother

– I am married

– I am free

– I am handsome

– I am beautiful

– I am ugly

– I am thin

– I am fat

– I am tall

– I am short

– I am sexy

– I am healthy

– I am single

– I am stuck

– I am clever

– I am stupid

– I am productive

– I am lazy

– I am good

– I am bad

– I am guilty

– I am innocent

– I am spontaneous

– I am bored

– I am certain

– I am peaceful

– I am worried

– I am relaxed

– I am tired

– I am energized

– I am stressed

– I am rich

– I am broke

– I am abundant

– I am poor

– I am joyful

– I am a manager

– I am an employee

– I am a musician

– I am an artist

– I am an alcoholic

– I am an addict

– I am creative

– I am analytical

– I am adventurous

– I am timid

– I am faithful

– I am confident

– I am funny

– I am anxious

– I am excited

– I am angry

– I am depressed

– I am happy

– I am sad

– I am bad

– I am good
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When you’re looking to something outside yourself for a sense of
peace, security or happiness, you’re actually trying to find your inner
self. And when you’re concerned that your peace, security or happi-
ness is at threat from something outside of you, you’re believing that
it could stop you finding your inner self. There’s an old put-down
that goes something like ‘He couldn’t hit the water if he fell out of
a boat’. It’s based on the fact that if you fall overboard, the water is
such a big target that it’s impossible to miss.

Your inner self is such a big target that it’s impossible to miss.

The moment you realize that you already have what you’ve been
searching for until now, you step into a different world. You’ll still
have results you’re inspired to create, and you may use goals, tar-
gets or other objectives to achieve them, but where you’re ‘coming
from’ – the feeling you’re living in – is entirely different. . .

You already are what you’ve been searching for until now.. .
What you’ve been searching for, you’ve been searching with.

IMPLICATION: You can’t be a victim of
circumstance

Misunderstanding/Illusion/
Trick of the mind/La-la Land

The reality you’re built for/
Fact of life/Pre-existing truth

The outside-in misunderstanding:
it can honestly seem as though
you are, have been or could be a
victim of circumstance. The
outside-in illusion can be so
compelling that we sometimes
feel certain that external
circumstances, past occurrences
or future events could cause us to
feel a certain way

The inside-out reality: at the level of
principle, it’s not possible for you to be
a victim of circumstance. Please note:
I’m not saying it’s not possible for stuff
to happen to people. I might get a
broken leg or a punch in the nose
before today is over; it’s definitely
possible for stuff to happen to people.
But it’s not possible for any of those
things to have a particular emotional
impact. It’s not possible for anything in

emotional impact. It’s not possible for
the world of form to have a specific

anything in the outside world to
damage or harm you psychologically
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THE SOURCE OF RESOURCEFULNESS, RESILIENCE AND RESULTS

foundational principles behind how we function as human beings
and “how life works” changes everything from career planning and
good governance to crisis response and parenting. It takes us beyond
trauma and problem-solving to experiencing the full spectrum of a
rich human life’.

The presence of sane human beings has a positive effect
in its own right.

You are already mentally healthy; psychologically whole and
resilient. The source of emotional intelligence is already right there
within you. The only thing that ever gets in the way is the mis-
taken belief that we’re feeling something other than Thought in
the moment. We each have mental health and wellbeing at our core,
with the wisdom and common sense to make good decisions. So how
do you decide which results are worth investing your time, energy
and resources in? In a nutshell: How do you know what to want?

Bottom line results: For many people, work occupies a large amount
of their time, energy and focus. As you become more deeply acquainted
with ‘who you really are’, you start freeing yourself from the delusion
that your happiness, security and wellbeing are dependent on (or can be
threatened by) your job, your results or your ambitions. Paradoxically, as
you subtract that delusion, your increasing clarity releases huge amounts
of energy for you to enjoy your current circumstances, while focusing
your energies on creating the results that matter to you.

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 4.1: The CLARITY® Results Model
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FINDING YOUR PLACE OF MEANING, PASSION AND PURPOSE

The outside-in

misunderstanding

contaminates

people’s thinking

in the moment

The formless principles of

THOUGHT, CONSCIOUSNESS and MIND

give rise to 100% of the human experience

CLARITY CAPACITY CONTAMINATIONequals minus

Figure 5.1: The Principles Behind the CLARITY® Equation

We’re always living in the feeling of the principle of Thought tak-
ing form, moment to moment. Thought creates your perceptual
reality and Consciousness gives you an experience of the totality
of your Thought-generated perceptual reality in the moment. Your
whole experience, moment to moment, is powered by the principle
of Mind.

A paradigm for psychology

Mind, Thought and Consciousness are the principles behind
human psychological functioning, first articulated by Sydney Banks.
While they’re pointing in the same direction as many wisdom tra-
ditions of the past, Banks was able to go further, stating them as
‘principles’ in the scientific sense of the word (i.e. fundamental laws
of reality such as the principle of gravity). Whenever humanity
discovers the foundational principles behind a field, it creates
a shared basis of agreement for future explorations which then
transforms that field. The shared basis for agreement is referred to
as the field’s ‘paradigm’.

� Newton’s realization of the principle of gravity formed the basis
for a paradigm that transformed the field of physics.
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When we’re feeling insecure, we’re compelled by the notion of an addi-
tive approach. But there’s a problem. . .

Additive approaches rarely work
In practice additive approaches rarely deliver the hoped-for results, and
can even cause actual harm. For instance, in the USA, it’s estimated
that iatrogenic illness (illness caused accidentally by medical interven-
tions) is the third biggest killer after heart disease and cancer. The 2012
arrest of 200 UK gang leaders under the banner of the government’s
‘all-out war on gangs and gang culture’ backfired and created a danger-
ous power vacuum, with even more ruthless youngsters jockeying for
position. When you read the seven top tips (or whatever), they instantly
strike you as obvious (‘Why didn’t I think of that? I really should do that’)
and are often forgotten the next instant. Why?

Additive advice without embodied understanding
has little or no effect.

For example, doctors and nurses in the 1800s had to be forced to wash
their hands, because they didn’t have an understanding of germ theory.
Once you understand the reality of germs, washing your hands is just
common sense. Until you understand the reality of germs, it’s just one
more chore on an already long list.

Subtraction is the secret of leadership
The secret to leading yourself and others is subtraction. As I mentioned
in Chapter 3, the CLARITY® model is ruthlessly subtractive.

CLARITY CAPACITY CONTAMINATIONequals minus

Figure 6.1: The CLARITY® Equation

Clarity is your natural state of mind when there’s no contaminated
thinking getting in the way. When you’ve got nothing on your mind,
your innate leadership qualities emerge effortlessly. When people first
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Clarity: A clear mind, free from contaminated thinking, fully
present and in the moment, with the levels of performance, satis-
faction and enjoyment that brings. We live in a world of increas-
ing volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity. Clarity is the
ability to discern the factors that make a difference and act on
them productively, without being distracted by the ‘noise’ in the
system.

Direction

Resilience

Intuition and 
Wisdom

Clarity and
Peace of

Mind

CreativityPresence

Connection

Authenticity

Aligned 
with reality

Insight
High 

performance

Agility

Mental 
toughness

Rapid 
recovery

Opportunity
spotting

Good 
decisions

Sustainable
solutions

Strategy

Innovation

Problem
solving

Embodied
learning

Influence

Responsiveness

Engagement

Strong
relationships

Contribution 
and caring

Differentiation

Integrity

Authentic
leadership

Motivation

Passion
Purpose

Vision

Key: Deep 
drivers

Leadership
attributes

The
Principles 
of THOUGHT,

CONSCIOUSNESS

 & MIND

Figure 6.2: The Principles Behind Clarity Drive Leadership Attributes
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Purpose:

- Quench thirst

Goal:

Have a cup

of tea

Evidence criteria:

- Thirst quenched

Goal:

Have a cup

of tea

Action:

Make and

drink tea

Evidence criteria:

- Thirst quenched

Purpose:

Quench thirst

Raise cup

Evidence criteria:

Cup touching lips

Action:
Extend
hand

Action:
Grasp 
handle

Etc

Action:
Lift cup

Goal:

Boil water

Evidence criteria:

- Sound of boiling
- Auto shutoff

Action:
Fill kettle

Action:
Switch on

Action:
Wait

Goal:

Put teabag in

cup and pour

water on it

Evidence criteria:

- Teabag is in cup
- Cup is nearly full

Action:
Choose cup

Action: Make and drink tea

Action:
Add teabag

Action:
Pour water

Goal: 

Allow the tea to

infuse

Evidence criteria:

- Tea is the right
colour

Action:
Wait

Action:
Stir tea

Action:
Discard bag

Goal:

Add milk

Evidence criteria:

- Tea is the right
colour

Action:
Get milk

Action:
Pour milk

Action:
Stir tea

Goal:

Drink tea

Evidence criteria:

- Cup empty /
tea cold

Action:
Raise cup

Action:
Sip tea

Action:
Swallow

Figure 7.1: Embodied Understanding Drives Results-creation
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� I’ll feel secure once I’m married.

� I’ll be confident once I’ve lost the weight.

� I can’t feel free until I have a location-independent lifestyle.

� I’ll feel successful once our share price hits $100.

These are all based around the false belief that our feelings are giv-
ing us information about our (future) circumstances. ‘Hedonic fore-
casting’ is the name given to our ability to predict how we’re going
to feel in future circumstances. It turns out that people are very
poor judges of their future emotional state. Why? Because we get
tricked by the outside-in misunderstanding. We innocently attribute
our feelings to something other than Thought in the moment. The
second we do that, we’re at risk of setting a toxic goal. Consider this
imaginary conversation. . .

Karen: I feel stressed. (The feeling of stress is a signal that
Karen’s in stressful thinking. This is
a healthy and useful signal.)

Bob: Why? (Bob innocently invites her to blame
something other than THOUGHT in
the moment; to step into La-la
Land.)

Karen: I’ve got too much to
do and not enough time to do
it in.

(Karen innocently and mistakenly
assigns her feelings to an external
factor. She is now in La-la Land.)

Bob: That sucks. What are you
going to do about it?

(Bob validates her mistake.)

Karen: Find a job that’s not so
stressful.

(Because Karen believes her feelings
are coming from an external factor,
it makes sense to look to the
outside if she wants to change how
she feels. This is a recipe for a toxic
goal.)
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THE LIBERATING TRUTH ABOUT GOALS

arriving to start painting before the walls are up). But goals have no
power in and of themselves. Set goals when it makes sense to do so.
And if possible, set them from a clear state of mind.

When you’ve got nothing on your mind, you’re free to
give your best.

Practicality check: How is having a better
understanding of goals going to help me
get results?

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 7.2: The CLARITY® Results Model

In Chapter 1, I introduced you to The CLARITY® Results Model, Clarity
plus Action equals Results. Goals can be useful tools for prioritizing, co-
ordinating and directing a variety of actions. The better you understand
the tool (how you can use it, when to use it, when not to use it, etc) the
more creative you can be with it.

So once you’ve got clarity about a result you want to create, how
do you get into action?

Bottom line results: Most organizations rely on goals, targets and
objectives to organize their efforts. This is a practical matter. But as soon
as people believe their psychological safety is dependent on hitting the
goal, they’re at risk of creating a contaminated culture of stress, anxiety
and unsustainable pressure. Of course, some goals are extremely impor-
tant and can influence the very survival of an organization. The more
you’re able to approach goals from a place of clarity and common sense,
the more likely you are to prevail.
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MOVING FROM RESISTANCE TO ACTION

Reflection
(contemplation, meditation,

recreation etc)

Inspired Action
(in flow, the zone, the 

groove etc)

Resistance
(rumination, distraction,

overanalysis etc)

Uninspired Action
(showing up, staying in the 

game etc)

ActivePassive

CLARITY

CONTAMINATION

Figure 8.1: The CLARITY® Productivity Quadrant

The quadrant describes four zones:

1. The Zone of Resistance (passive)

We all oscillate between periods of clarity and times when we get
caught up in our thinking. When we’re caught up, it’s almost always
an example of contaminated thinking, the mistaken belief that our
feelings are coming from somewhere other than Thought in the
moment. The Zone of Resistance isn’t much fun. Nevertheless, we
all end up there from time to time. We have seasons, just like the
rest of nature. We’re not all 100% productive 100% of the time.
You might like to reflect on the question, ‘Where do I believe my
experience is coming from?’ When we’re in the Zone of Resistance,
it almost always seems like our feelings are letting us know about
the future, the past, our circumstances, other people or ourselves.
Alternatively, you can jump into uninspired action.
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it doesn’t. Even when it’s nowhere to be found, you can relax in the
knowledge that it’s only ever a thought away.

The power of the pause

There’s an old tale about anthropologists studying a tribe of Aboriginal
Australians on walkabout. The tribesmen would walk or run, sometimes
for hours, then suddenly stop completely still. Sometimes they would run
for an hour then stop for a few minutes. Then, they would run for only a
few minutes, followed by an hour’s pause. Running, walking, pausing. . .
They concocted theories and explanations, but the anthropologists were
unable to discern any kind of pattern they could use to predict when
the Aboriginal people would move and when they would be still. Finally,
the anthropologists approached one of the elders to ask the purpose of
these mysterious pauses. ‘We’re waiting for our souls to catch up to us’,
the elder replied.

The art of making things happen

Do something. . .

When you take action, you can discover things that you’re
unlikely to stumble upon in the privacy of your own head.. .
You put your theories and ideas about life to the test, and get

direct feedback from an impartial agent: reality!

As you get a deeper understanding of the principles behind clarity,
you’ll find yourself with a stronger foundation for the action you
take. You’ll become more attuned to your own rhythms, knowing
when to act and when to pause for reflection. As you keep waking
up to the power of wisdom and intuition, you’ll come to rely more
and more on them as a source of insight, guidance and realization.

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 8.2: The CLARITY® Results Model
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Clarity of

understanding

Clarity of

connection

Clarity of

thought

The

Principles of

MIND, THOUGHT &

CONSCIOUSNESS

Figure 9.1: The CLARITY® Impact Model

You’re going to get an overview of these three kinds of clarity in
this chapter, then we’ll be exploring each of them more deeply in
the chapters that follow.

1. Clarity of connection

Once again: human beings have a more highly evolved capacity for
connection and relationship than any other species. Social groups
are a big part of the reality we’re built for. The feeling of connec-
tion can be a powerful communicator of trust and credibility when it
comes to persuasion, influence and leadership. In more intimate rela-
tionships, the feeling of love and connection is the rich soil that feeds
the roots of the relationship and allows it to grow and evolve. We all
have times when we’re feeling connected; connected to another per-
son. . . connected to our true selves. . . connected to life as a whole.
We also have times when we feel less connected, or even isolated.
When you’re feeling connected, there’s a sense of closeness and
intimacy that carries its own credibility. When we’re hanging out in
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My transformational conversations with Pete and Mamoon each
started with a deep sense of connection. So how can you start expe-
riencing that kind of connection to help you create the results that
matter to you?

Bottom line results: You can use the leverage points discovered by
great coaches to create massive impact in your own life, and in the lives
of others. Every business relies on people – colleagues, clients, stakehold-
ers, suppliers – to get results. The CLARITY® Impact Model explains how
the principles behind clarity play out in every human situation. As you
experiment with these principles, you’re going to find yourself enjoying
your interactions more, and having a more positive effect on others, with
predictably positive results.

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 9.2: The CLARITY® Results Model

keep exploring ✣ connect with others
share your discoveries ✣ deepen your understanding

Experiment: Start to notice the places and situations in your life where
you’re already having an impact. Where are you already doing well?
What areas have been falling short until now? Reflect on the effect your
state of mind has been having either to constrain or amplify your impact.
Where would you like to be having an even greater impact?

www.jamiesmart.com/results9
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The CLARITY® Relationship Quadrant provides a simple way of
understanding this. . .

Compassion

YOU

THEM

Connection

CLARITY

CLARITY

CONTAMINATION

CONTAMINATION

Conflict Compassion

Figure 10.1: The CLARITY® Relationship Quadrant

1. The Zone of Conflict

Bob and Jane feel angry at each other. Their angry feelings are let-
ting each of them know they’re wearing their angry-goggles; that
Thought in the moment is taking an angry form. But each of them
mistakenly believes their feelings are telling them about the other
person. They’re in The Zone of Conflict.

2. The Zone of Connection

Bob and Jane have a big shouting match, followed by passionate
make-up sex. In the heat of the moment, their heads clear, and they
start feeling deeply connected to each other.

3. The Zone of Compassion (1)

Later on, Bob starts getting upset again, but Jane still feels connected
and clear-headed. She sees that Bob has just lost his bearings, and
her heart goes out to him, full of compassion.
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THE SOURCE OF SUPERB PERFORMANCE

‘elated’, ‘ecstatic’ and ‘euphoric’. 94% of the leaders identified the
states that drove the highest levels of performance as ‘calm’, ‘happy’
and ‘energized’ (CHE). At the other end of the spectrum, leaders
admitted to spending a certain amount of time in low-performance
states; ‘frustrated’, ‘anxious’, ‘tired’ and ‘stressed’ (FATS). The arti-
cle suggested that CHE states not only drove high performance;
these states also seemed to be ‘transmitted’ to other people. Con-
versely, the FATS states often delivered short-term results, but were
damaging in the long term, particularly in the domain of relation-
ships. Leaders also said that when the FATS states were ‘consistently
present in the organizational culture or environment’, they found
them difficult to change.

CLARITY CAPACITY CONTAMINATIONequals minus

Figure 11.1: The CLARITY® Equation

When we struggle with frustration, anxiety and stress, we’ve been
hijacked by contaminated thinking. Think about it: if you tell some-
one you’re frustrated, stressed or worried, the first thing they typi-
cally do is ask you, ‘Why? What about?’ These questions innocently
affirm the outside-in misunderstanding by inviting you to attribute
your feelings to something other than Thought in the moment. The
CHE states, on the other hand, are natural for us when our minds
are free from contaminated thinking. Many people have described
these CHE states by different names. Psychologist Mihaly Csikszent-
mihalyi describes it as ‘flow’; athletes talk about being ‘in the zone’;
musicians call it ‘the groove’; I call it ‘clarity of thought’. And here’s
the thing. . .

Peace, connection and clarity are your nature. . .
Just as the sun is always at the centre of the solar system.. .

Even when clouds are preventing you from seeing it. . .
Peace, connection and clarity are at the core of your being. . .

Even when contaminated thinking is preventing you from
experiencing it.
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this is powered by the principle of Mind, the intelligent energy
behind life. The formless principles behind clarity are at your very
core; the essence of your being. . .

You were born into the principle of THOUGHT just as you
were born into the principle of gravity.

You’re living in a THOUGHT-generated perceptual reality and
experiencing it as an actual reality.

And remember; you’re built for reality; you’re optimized for results.
The CLARITY® model is subtractive; as your understanding of
these principles continues to deepen, it takes things off your mind,
giving you less to think about.

Practicality check: How is a clear mind going
to help me get results?

People get their best ideas and deliver their best performances when
they’ve got nothing on their mind. As you translate insights into action,
you create results.

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 11.2: The CLARITY® Results Model

We started this chapter with Usain Bolt explaining how he avoids
over-thinking prior to a race; that he’ll have what he needs when
he needs it. He went on to say, ‘My mind automatically turns on
to what I have got to do when I need it to. So, when I’m in the
blocks, it switches on. I say to myself, “I gotta run now – let’s
do this”. And everything I have worked on for so long just comes
together’.
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‘How are you going to prepare? What plans have you made?’

Ankush Jain (one of my apprentices) was due to be observing during
a three-day coaching intensive with a new client, and he wanted to
know my plans for the session. The intensive is an in-depth, one-to-
one experience designed to significantly increase the client’s embod-
ied understanding of life and establish a new ‘platform’ for living.
We’d already had two phone calls with Ani (the client) to get clear
on what a successful outcome would be from his perspective, so I
reminded Ankush of this. ‘I know’, he said, ‘But you’re going to
be working with Ani for three days! What are you going to do with
him? What plans have you made?’ I explained that my plan involved
three elements. . .

1 Calibration: to get in tune with the client, find out where they’re
at and ‘get’ their world;

2 Connection: to find your way into a feeling of connection with
them (and vice versa); and

3 Education: to allow yourself to be guided by wisdom and insight
about how to share the principles behind clarity with them.

ED
U
CA

TI
O
N

C
O
N
N
ECTION

CALIBRATION

Figure 12.1: The CLARITY® Claibration Model
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THE CATALYST FOR TRANSFORMATIONAL RESULTS

I told him that my primary goal with a client is to create a space
where they can have an increase in their clarity of understanding; a
jump in consciousness that will give them what they need in order
to solve their problems and create the results that matter to them.
I explained, ‘In any domain, your embodied understanding of how
life already works is going to make the difference between freedom
and frustration, between struggle and success’. I told him.. .

Your embodied understanding of the mind is the ultimate
leverage point for creating meaningful results, and living a

life you love.

Ankush didn’t really believe me; he was convinced there had to be
more to it than that. The client was an entrepreneur who’d bought
a company and managed to double its turnover and profitability
in just two years. But Ani’s business success had come at a high
price. He’d been working 16-hour days, and almost never took a
day off. He was feeling stressed, pressured and worried about the
future. During the first morning of our coaching intensive, I asked
him, ‘What’s your explanation of what’s been causing your feelings?’
Ani wrote an exhaustive list of causes on the whiteboard (see table).
Once he’d finished, I asked, ‘Would you like to hear my explanation
for your high levels of stress?’ I wrote on the whiteboard, ‘100% of
your feelings are an experience of Thought in the moment’. . .

Misunderstanding/Illusion/
Trick of the mind/La-la Land

The reality you’re built for/
Fact of life/Pre-existing truth

My client’s explanation of what was
causing his feelings of stress,
pressure and worry. . .

My explanation; the actual cause of
his feelings of stress, pressure and
worry. . .

– Business
– Money
– Banks
– Extended family
– Lack of time
– Staff
– Customers
– Changes in legislation
– Past events

You’re living in the experience of the
principle of THOUGHT taking form in
the moment. 100% of your feelings
are an experience of THOUGHT in the
moment. 0% of your feelings are
coming from anything other than
THOUGHT in the moment.
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Misunderstanding/Illusion/
Trick of the mind/La-la Land

The reality you’re built for/
Fact of life/Pre-existing truth

Early nineteenth-century medicine’s
explanation of the causes of
childbed fever. . .

Modern medicine’s explanation of
the causes of childbed fever. . .

– Inclement weather

– Excessive or violent exercise

– A long or difficult labour

– Costiveness (constipation)

– A long journey

– The state of mind of the
mother

– A mother’s predisposition to
puerperal fever

– Miasmas and atmospheres

Bacteria on the hands and
instruments of the doctors and
nurses

Throughout history, people have created theories, stories and myths
to explain things they don’t understand. When true causes are not
understood, spurious causes and solutions proliferate. The moment
we believe our experience is coming from something other than
Thought in the moment, our heads fill up with bogus causes and
potential (equally bogus) solutions. The moment we realize the true
source of our experience, our heads clear, and we return to the
moment.

When true causes are not understood, spurious causes
and solutions proliferate.

Misunderstanding complexifies; understanding simplifies.

The fewer assumptions the better

‘Occam’s razor’ is a tool for problem solving favoured by scientists.
It suggests that if you have a number of possible explanations for
a phenomenon, it’s safest to choose the one involving the fewest
assumptions. In every scientific field, the discovery of principles –
fundamental laws of nature – is a momentous occurrence that
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THE ONLY TWO CHALLENGES THAT STOP PEOPLE MAKING PROGRESS

The principles behind clarity
Like gravity, the principles behind clarity are a pre-existing fact of
life. You’re born into them. But unlike gravity, the principles are
non-obvious; they’re invisible (like germs, only more so – you won’t
see the principles of Mind, Consciousness and Thought using
a microscope, because they’re what’s creating your experience of
what you see when you use a microscope). The purpose of this book
(and of all my work) is to make these principles ‘visible’ to you so
that an automatic IBL curve is initiated, and you start benefiting
from a deep embodied understanding of these principles. That way,
application becomes automatic. As your embodied understanding
of the principles behind clarity deepens, you get to benefit from that
understanding throughout your day without even thinking about
it. This is the source of the kind of clarity that leads to meaningful
results.

Domain
Pre-existing
fact of life? Obvious? IBL curve

Gravity ✓ ✓ Initiated automatically
via implication-based
learning

Germs and bacteria ✓ ✗ Need to make it ‘visible’
first, then it progresses
automatically via IBL

Inside-out nature of
life/the principles
behind clarity

✓ ✗ Need to make it ‘visible’
first, then it progresses
automatically via IBL

There are aspects of life where you already perform brilliantly;
where you trust yourself to respond intuitively in the moment. For
one person it might be cooking, project management or graphic
design. For someone else it might be parenting, driving or public
speaking. The difference between the areas where you struggle and
the areas where you thrive is simple:

In the areas where you’ve been struggling until now,
there’s been a big gap between your embodied

understanding and reality.
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In the areas where you thrive, there’s very little gap between
your embodied understanding and reality.

Let’s take public speaking as an example. An enormous percentage
of the population are afraid of public speaking. If you ask them why,
they’ll give you a long list of reasons (‘What if I don’t remember
what to say? I’m nervous in case I look stupid. I’m worried about
what people are thinking about me’). When they see someone for
whom public speaking is effortless, the nervous speaker assumes
that the confident speaker is finding answers to all those questions
and concerns, but that’s not the case. Ask a confident speaker what
they’re thinking about when they’re in front of an audience, and
they’ll usually say ‘Nothing’. They’re typically in an open, respon-
sive state of mind with their attention on the audience and how
their message is landing. Remember: when true causes are not under-
stood, spurious causes and solutions proliferate.

Your Embodied Understanding of Reality (aka ‘Grounding’) 

Actual Reality

Big

Gap Small

Gap

Figure 13.1: Grounding: Your Embodied Understanding of Reality

Your mind is a self-correcting system

We all have places in our life where we have a good embodied under-
standing of the self-correcting nature of our minds. Have you ever
said something like one of the following?

� ‘I’ll sleep on it and see how the situation looks in the morning’.

� ‘I’m not thinking clearly; I’ll call them when I’m not feeling so
annoyed’.
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CLARITY CAPACITY CONTAMINATIONequals minus

Figure 13.2: The CLARITY® Equation

Your innate capacity for realization deepens your grounding by
bringing you more closely into alignment with reality. The more
aligned with reality you are, the easier it is to make progress and
create results. So once you’re making progress, what do you do on
those occasions when you get knocked off-track?

Bottom line results: ‘Institutionalized overthinking’ appears to be an
occupational hazard for many organizations. Businesses that are agile
and responsive are less preoccupied and more aligned with their innate
capacities. It can be liberating to realize that preoccupation is always
the result of a simple misunderstanding. You have (and everyone in your
organization has) the capacity to realize the one way the mind already
works, and wake up to the truth of your innate capacity for clarity, insight
and high performance.
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Upstream

FACTORY

Fresh,

Clean

and Pure

Water

DownstreamContaminated

Water

Figure 14.1: The River of Consciousness

And how is it able to cleanse and heal itself? Because at the river’s
source is a flow of fresh, clean, pure water. Whenever the outflow of
contamination is stopped, even for a moment, the source of fresh
clean water starts refreshing the ecosystem and clarity emerges.
Why? Because clarity is the water’s natural state.

Clarity is your mind’s natural state.

I don’t usually ‘unpack’ analogies, but this one is worth looking at
directly. . .

� The outside-in misunderstanding is the ‘factory’ that contami-
nates the river.

� Contaminated thinking is the ‘sewage’ the factory produces.

� The river’s source is MIND, the intelligent energy behind life.
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FINDING YOUR BEARINGS WHEN YOU GET KNOCKED OFF-TRACK

� The river is the principle of THOUGHT, creating our perceptual
experience and connecting us to that source.

� Attempts to clean the river are the additive, outside-in meth-
ods we use to try and change our felt experience, after it’s been
contaminated (the psychological equivalent of trying to un-bake
a cake).

� Shutting down the factory represents the subtractive effect of a
deeper embodied understanding of the principles behind clarity.

Sydney Banks points repeatedly to the principle of Thought as the
creative agent that unites us with the world we perceive, and with the
source of all experience, saying ‘Thought is the missing link that
gives us the power to recognize the illusionary separation between
the spiritual world and the world of form’.

Your experience flows from and is directly connected to
MIND, the source of fresh, pure perception.

When you fall out of contaminated thinking, even
for a moment. . .

That source of pure being starts refreshing your awareness,
and clarity emerges.

THOUGHT is the river that unites you with the world you
perceive, and with the source of pure being.

The outside-in

misunderstanding

contaminates

people’s thinking

in the moment

CLARITY

Downstream

(Created)

This Moment

Upstream

(Creating)

CAPACITY CONTAMINATION

Form

Factory

Creation

Formless

equals minus

Figure 14.2: The Mountain of Creation
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Clarity of

understanding

Clarity of

connection

Clarity of

thought

The

Principles of

MIND, THOUGHT &

CONSCIOUSNESS

Figure 14.3: The CLARITY® Impact Model

Reality check

‘Hang on a second – if the system is self-correcting, why have I been
stressed out for years? My system must be on the blink, because it hasn’t
been correcting’. Don’t underestimate the power of the outside-in mis-
understanding to keep people in suffering for days, months and even
years. While there are often moments of peace, clarity or levity in the
midst of ‘depressive periods’ or the ‘constant stress’ reported by many
employees, they can be short-lived. Why? Because the outside-in mis-
understanding is compelling and being reinforced by marketing, media,
friends, family and our own perceptual system. The only thing that ever
gets in the way of your mind self-correcting is the outside-in misunder-
standing.

Just as an embodied understanding of the nature of germs helps
create the conditions where your body’s self-correcting system

can restore you to good physical health. . .
An embodied understanding of the principles behind clarity helps

create the conditions where your mind’s self-correcting system
can restore you to good psychological health.
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Times 100 Best Small Companies to Work For in 2015. When I
asked him about this, Jim said the reason was simple. ‘When you’re
authentically engaged, stuff really works’.

Practicality check: How is my mind’s
self-correcting system going to help me
get results?

As you continue to have realizations and insights into your innate capac-
ities, your ability to create results increases radically. . .

� The subtractive nature of this understanding means you have less on
your mind.

� With less on your mind, you’re more available to realization, wisdom
and insight, the source of the best ideas.

� You start to feel more connected with others, better able to listen,
serve and impact them.

� You also start getting clearer on what really matters to you, unlocking
your inner source of authentic power.

� Eventually, you’ll start to realize that your mind’s self-clearing capacity
is always going to be there for you, now and in the future, because
it’s innate and it always has been. You may even find yourself tapping
into a deeper well of inspiration, motivation and courage, a powerful
mix when it comes to taking action to create the results that matter
to you. Remember. . .

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 14.4: The CLARITY® Results Model
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habits because you didn’t have an embodied understanding until
now. Once you develop an embodied understanding, it will sustain
and support you for the rest of your life’. As I saw the truth of this,
I knew exactly what to do. ‘Hire a great trainer!’ I found someone
highly skilled who could teach me exactly what I needed to know
and help me get the embodied understanding I needed to develop in
a sustainably healthy way.

Practicality check: How are wisdom, intuition
and common sense going to help me get
results?

We’re constantly immersed in the principle of THOUGHT, just as we’re con-
stantly immersed in the principle of gravity. It stands to reason that the
decisions we perceive as most important are often the ones where we
get tricked by the outside-in illusion. But that raises a beautiful possibility:
the answer you need is closer than you think. While some decisions can
involve more complex scenarios than others, misunderstanding adds an
exponential level of complexity to any decision. Conversely, understand-
ing simplifies, subtracting contaminated thinking, and waking you up to
the wisdom and common sense you were born with. As clarity emerges,
the quality of your decisions increases. And the decisions you make can
have a massive impact on the actions you take and the results you’re able
to create.

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 15.1: The CLARITY® Results Model

So now that you’re navigating by wisdom, you’re all set to take your
results to a whole new level.
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Early in the talk, I set the context, saying ‘I understand you’ve been
given the job of setting the strategy for your profession. This means
that if you do a good job, your colleagues 20 years from today will
be blessing you, and if the profession goes off a cliff, they’ll be curs-
ing you. Is that correct?’ They nodded, and I started telling them
about Airbnb, Hyatt and the exponential impact of digital tech-
nology. I told them about Allstate Insurance, which had put up a
$10,000 prize for the first team who could beat its insurance algo-
rithm (an algorithm developed over 60 years by some of the world’s
finest actuaries and data scientists). More than 100 teams competed
for the prize, and after three months Allstate’s algorithm had been
optimized by over 270%, saving the company tens of millions of
dollars in annual costs. Allstate had the data, but that was only half
the formula.

Now I had their attention. I asked them if they’d like to know the
formula for strategy, and they nodded eagerly. I wrote. . .

Strategy = Data + Insight

They assured me that they were already great at gathering and
analysing data, but that they weren’t so familiar with the second
part of the formula. So I asked them, ‘When do you get your best
ideas?’ I’ve asked thousands of people this question, ranging from
parents to therapists, from athletes to leadership teams. The answers
are always the same.. .

– In the shower

– In the bath

– Dropping off to
sleep

– Waking up in the
morning

– Travelling to and
from work

– Walking in the
woods

– Working out at
the gym

– Running or
riding

– Relaxing with
friends

– Sitting by the
ocean

– On holiday

– When the plane
leaves the runway

– Connecting with
other people

– When I stop thinking
about a problem

– When I’m doing
something else

– etc
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THE SOURCE OF IMPACT, INNOVATION AND DISRUPTION

of Thought if we are to survive and thrive as individuals, as
organizations, as societies and as a species.

Clarity of Understading

(i.e. your grounding, level
of consciousness etc)

Linear Thinking:
Thinking from your current

level of understanding

Problems
to be solved

Goals
to be achieved

Exponential Insight:
A vertical jump in your level

of understanding

Figure 16.1: Exponential Insights Enable Exponential Results

In his excellent book Strategic Intuition, William Duggan (a
senior lecturer in business at Columbia Business School) attributes
the dubious popularity of the ‘audacious goals, unwavering
self-belief and massive action’ school of thought (as discussed
at the start of Chapter 7) to a rags-to-riches myth in American
culture. This myth started in the 1800s and has been recycled
by ‘success gurus’ ever since (despite the fact that it’s often a
surprisingly unhelpful attitude when it comes to accomplishing
something big). He suggests that a much more rational approach
is to prepare for opportunity, see it when it shows up and act on
it. Duggan explains that when you prepare for opportunity, you
open yourself to the arrival of flashes of realization; the exponential
insights that are found over and over again at the source of some
of the biggest achievements in history. From Archimedes’ bathtub
‘Eureka!’ to Newton’s apple-tree insight . . . from Napoleon’s vic-
tory at the Battle of Austerlitz to Bill Gates’ insight into the future
of computing. As you continue exploring the inside-out nature
of reality, you’ll find yourself waking up to a healthier and more
impactful understanding of who you really are and the life you’re
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So what are your entrepreneurial instincts?

When you hear the word ‘entrepreneur’, you may conjure up
images of high-profile players such as Elon Musk (Tesla), Arianna
Huffington (Huffington Post), Richard Branson (Virgin), Oprah
Winfrey (Oprah) or Jeff Bezos (Amazon). And while these peo-
ple are exceptional examples of entrepreneurial talent, we all have
access to the same source of ‘entrepreneurial instinct’ that they do.
So what are your entrepreneurial instincts? They’re expressions of
the deep drivers we started exploring in Chapters 1 and 6 (direc-
tion, resilience, creativity, authenticity, intuition, presence, connec-
tion and clarity). Take a moment to think about some of the qualities
we commonly associate with entrepreneurs.

Entrepreneurs. . .

Take responsibility

Take action

Take decisions

Take calculated
risks

Take opportunities

Are influential

Are intuitive

Are agile

Are always learning

Are bold and
courageous

Have a purpose

Have fun

Have insights

Have presence

Have common sense

Create communities

Create experiments

Create clients

Create cash flow

Create results

Think big

Think different

Think for themselves

Think creatively

Solve problems

etc

A few moments of reflection will reveal that many of these quali-
ties are natural for you when you’re not caught up in contaminated
thinking; inevitable results of grasping the implications of the inside-
out nature of life.

Implications drive instincts

As you have realizations into the 100% inside-out nature of how
the mind already works, you reignite the entrepreneurial instincts
that have been with you your whole life. . .
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keep exploring ✣ connect with others
share your discoveries ✣ deepen your understanding

Experiment: Reflect on the entrepreneurial qualities we’ve explored in
this chapter. Which ones do you particularly admire or appreciate? Which
ones don’t you like? Which qualities would you add, alter or remove from
the list? Which qualities would you love to have for yourself? Whatever
those qualities are, I invite you to open to the possibility that you already
have them, in essence. It may be some time since you’ve used them,
but they’re still there, waiting to be reignited. And how do you reignite
them? Do something. Get started. When you take action from clarity,
the way forward becomes clearer.

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 17.1: The CLARITY® Results Model

www.jamiesmart.com/results17
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‘A True Fan is defined as someone who will purchase anything
and everything you produce. . . ’

In his now-legendary 2008 blog-post ‘1000 True Fans’, author
Kevin Kelly (founding executive editor of Wired magazine) made
the case that creators (e.g. musicians, photographers, designers,
authors) could make a decent living with a community of just 1000
True Fans. He defined a True Fan as ‘someone who will purchase
anything and everything’ you produce, and explained that if these
fans each spent $100 per year, it would generate a $100,000
income. Many in the creative community embraced this message,
and used the internet’s unprecedented potential for connectivity
to build large, devoted followings. And while his message spoke
to the challenges faced by artists, there are valuable lessons in it
for us all. By the time Kelly’s article was published, I’d already
spent five years building a tribe of 80,000 people who read my
articles, watched my videos and hired me to work with them. As
Kelly predicted, a smaller percentage of these were True Fans,
purchasing virtually everything I produced. And it turns out that
I was not unique. All over the world, people are creating value
and getting rewarded for it. There’s a universal ‘value formula’
that’s used by everyone, whether they realize it or not. It’s used
by companies who want to address new audiences and by church

V
ISIB

ILITY

CL
AR

IT
Y

VALUE

Figure 19.1: The CLARITY® Value Formula
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THE ONLY THINGS ANYONE EVER PAYS FOR

Now came the challenging bit: John didn’t just want to move from full-
time to three days per week; he wanted to keep his existing salary! John
was anxious about even proposing this to his boss. He worried that it
might damage their relationship, or even get him fired. So we worked
on his grounding. I asked him where he believed his feelings were com-
ing from: the future, his boss’s reaction, the thought of getting sacked
etc. As we explored the nature of THOUGHT, he fell out of his contam-
inated thinking and had an insight: he had a strong relationship with
his boss, and realized that he would appreciate John being honest and
transparent with him. While he still felt a little nervous on the day, he
presented his proposal from a place of clarity, authenticity and connec-
tion. After taking a few days to think about it, his boss accepted it, later
revealing that he’d learned something valuable in the process. John’s
example underlined that what mattered to his business was results. His
boss realized that if he could rely on them being achieved to a high stan-
dard, then it made sense to pay people for their results rather than their
hours.

That was six years ago. John now runs a successful digital marketing
agency, and has just launched Hotfishin.co.uk, a website that connects
fishermen with fisheries (imagine a kind of ‘Airbnb for fishing’). The fish-
ermen get to explore new runs and book tickets online, while the fish-
eries get to maximize utilization. He’s taken his use of the CLARITY®

Value Formula to a new level, becoming visible to fisherman and fisheries,
and creating value for both audiences. His increasing grounding over the
years has given him the courage, creativity and insight he needed to take
action and play a bigger game. In the process, he’s moved from selling
his time to selling the results his audience values.

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 19.2: The CLARITY® Results Model
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� I’m not up to the job.

� I don’t know where to start.

IMPLICATION: Your conception of the future is
not reality; now is reality

As you’ll appreciate, ‘resistance’ is an expression of the outside-in mis-
understanding; feelings that are letting you know about THOUGHT taking
form in the moment, and nothing else. I was working with a client who
was feeling very stuck when they thought about moving forward with a
result they wanted to create. They explained that whenever they tried to
get started, they felt uncomfortable and got distracted by other activities.
I asked them what they thought the feelings were signalling to them: did
they believe the feelings were telling them about (a) their future situa-
tion, (b) THOUGHT in the moment or (c) a mixture of their thinking and
the future situation. They chose (c), a mixture of their thinking and the
future situation. This is what I had suspected. While most people are
willing to accept that their thinking’s got something to do with their felt
experience, they believe that the future situation (for instance) has got
at least something to do with it too. But that’s not real. 100% of your
state of mind is an experience of THOUGHT in the present moment. The
future does not yet exist, so none of your felt experience can be coming
from the future.

Solar system Germ theory Human experience

A. A. Sun goes
round earth

A. Bad smells
cause infection

A. Feelings are letting
you know about the
future

B. B. Earth goes
round sun

B. Germs cause
infection

B. Feelings are letting you
know about THOUGHT

in the moment and
nothing else

C. C. They take
turns

C. A bit of both C. Feelings are letting
you know about a
mixture of the future
and THOUGHT in the
moment
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TURNING IDEAS INTO REALITY

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 21.1: The CLARITY® Results Model

Practicality check: How will developing my
creative process help me get results?

You’re a born results-creator. Contaminated thinking is the most com-
mon obstacle to creating results. As you move forward in spite of resis-
tance, you’ll discover your own ‘flavour’ of creation.

As I write, it’s been eighteen months since I set my goal to eradicate
chronic psychological suffering globally by 2030. As I’ve kept get-
ting out of my own way and taking the next step, the right people
have showed up at the right time. In May 2016, The World Clarity
Foundation was approved by the UK Charities Commission. Since
then, we’ve appointed the Foundation’s Director, Vanessa Pringle.
With her guidance, we’re testing our assumptions, further defining
our aspirations and getting foresight on the practicalities of under-
taking a global mission. The process so far has resulted in a powerful
vision, mission and purpose for the foundation:

The World Clarity Foundation’s purpose is to relieve chronic
psychological suffering globally. Our mission is to turn the
tide on chronic psychological suffering globally, one person
and one community at a time. Our vision is for children to be
born into a world where people have a foundational under-
standing that clarity is the mind’s natural state and that innate
psychological wellbeing exists within all of us.

The only way we can tackle such an enormous result is using the
creative process; using our ‘good enough’ sense of the destination to
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IFTF future work
skills 2020

Brief definition Deep drivers/
innate capacities
these rely on

Sense-making The ability to perceive the deeper
meaning of situations, and have
the insights and realizations
necessary for decision making.

Clarity, Creativity,
Intuition, Presence

Social intelligence The ability to be emotionally
fluent and connect deeply with
others to build strong
relationships and collaboration.

Connection, Presence,
Authenticity, Intuition

Novel and
adaptive thinking

The ability to come up with
unique and relevant solutions in
unexpected situations.

Clarity, Creativity,
Intuition

Cross-cultural
competency

The ability to adapt quickly and
operate in a variety of contexts
and cultures, and as a member of
diverse teams.

Connection,
Resilience, Presence

Computational
thinking

The ability to make decisions
based on large data sets, but also
to act in the absence of key data.

Intuition, Presence,
Clarity

New media
literacy

The ability to produce and ‘read’
video and other new media as
fluently as people now produce
and read text.

Resilience, Creativity,
Intuition

Transdisciplinarity Literacy in and understanding of
multiple fields, in order to solve
problems that require multi
disciplinary solutions. This
requires curiosity and the
willingness to keep learning.

Presence, Resilience,
Clarity

Design mindset Organizing your approach,
environment and thinking to
support different kinds of tasks
and outcomes.

Presence, Creativity,
Direction

Cognitive load
management

The ability to deal with the
increasing barrage of
information, being strategically
selective about what is and isn’t
given attention.

Clarity, Resilience

Virtual
collaboration

The ability to be productive,
engage others and (potentially)
to lead others as part of a virtual
team.

Presence, Connection,
Clarity, Direction
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the only thing that ever stops people from learning and experimenting
is contaminated thinking, showing up as fear: fear of failure, fear of
criticism, fear of the unknown, fear of change, fear of loss etc. When
we cling to an outdated model of the world, we may enjoy the tem-
porary comfort of the familiar. But all the while, the gap between the
model and reality is continuing to increase. And the bigger the gap,
the greater the risk, and the more demanding the ‘update’ when it
happens (remember what happened to the fortunes of the music busi-
ness, the hotel trade and London’s black cabs?). You live in a world
of opportunity. Exponential results come from insight, experimentation
and action.

Every experiment is an opportunity for learning.
And while they may not always turn out the way you expect

them to, experiments always get results.

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 22.1: The CLARITY® Results Model

At the time of writing (2016), Amanda Palmer’s Patreon channel
showed 7964 patrons pledging to pay $35,984 for each ‘thing’ she
produces (an average of $4.52 per patron per thing). She inspires a
loyalty in her audience that is based on authenticity, transparency
and genuine connection.

So how do you create the kind of transformational experiences your
audience desires?
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THE KEY TO CREATING TRANSFORMATIONAL EXPERIENCES

lead to great reviews, valuable referrals and raving fans? It turns
out that the most powerful leverage point for impactful customer
experiences is inside the mind of the customer. The only place value
can ever be created is in the mind of the audience. Value is in the
mind of the beholder, and is an emergent property of the relation-
ship. And where all the elements of value come together is in the
customer experience.

The fish rots from the head down

Remember the Harvard Business Review article showing that lead-
ers’ states of mind are ‘transmitted’ to other people? This is not a
new observation; an ancient proverb captures the infectious nature
of contaminated thinking in the phrase, ‘the fish rots from the head
down’. But it turns out that the same infectious quality is true of the
calm, happy, energized states that drive high performance, connec-
tion and positive experiences. Companies that are renowned for the
quality of their customers’ experiences (e.g. Apple, Google, South-
west Airlines, Zappos) recognize the fact that it’s correlated to their
employees’ experiences.

Leader

Experience

Leadership Team

Experience

Employee

Experience

Employee

Experience

Customer

Experience

Customer

Experience

CLARITY
Culture

CONTAMINATION
Culture

Leader

Experience

Leadership Team

Experience

The Employee Experience Drives the Customer Experience

Figure 23.1: The CLARITY® Culture Model
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Practicality check: How are transformational
experiences going to help me get results?

In Chapter 20, we looked at what people pay for: the transformations
they desire, the stories that reflect their values, the results they want to
create and the way they want to feel. ‘Customer experience’ is another
way of saying ‘how people feel while they’re experiencing your prod-
uct/service/company/brand’. 100% of the customer experience comes
from THOUGHT taking form in the moment. These days, high-quality prod-
ucts and services are expected; your biggest leverage point is your clients’
experience of what you offer. The most powerful way to influence that
is through the experience you and your team are having. And the most
powerful way to influence that is your understanding of the principles
behind clarity.

CLARITY CAPACITY CONTAMINATIONequals minus

Figure 23.2: The CLARITY® Equation

So now that you know the key to transformational experiences, how
do you prosper in the transformation economy?
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(0 = low vulnerability to computerization, 1 = high vulnerability  to computerization)Job

Recreational Therapists
Mental Health and Substance Abuse Social Workers
Occupational Therapists
Dietitians and Nutritionists
Physicians and Surgeons
Psychologists
Dentists
Mental Health Counselors
Human Resources Managers
Athletic Trainers
Clergy
Registered Nurses
Coaches and Scouts
Aerospace Engineers
Physical Therapists
Chiropractors
Database Administrators
Lawyers
Writers and Authors
Arbitrators, Mediators, and Conciliators
Nuclear Engineers
Childcare Workers
Chemists and Physicists
Firefighters
Actors
Economists
Commercial Pilots
Machinists
Bartenders
Word Processors and Typists
Real Estate Sales Agents
Technical Writers
Retail Salespersons
Accountants and Auditors
Models
Insurance Underwriters
Telemarketers

Probability

0.0028
0.0031
0.0035
0.0039
0.0042
0.0043
0.0044
0.0048
0.0055
0.0071
0.0081
0.0090
0.0130
0.0170
0.0210
0.0270
0.0300
0.0350
0.038
0.060
0.070
0.084
0.100
0.17
0.37
0.43
0.55
0.65
0.77
0.81
0.86
0.89
0.92
0.94
0.98
0.99
0.99

0
Source: THE FUTURE OF EMPLOYMENT: HOW SUSCEPTIBLE ARE JOBS TO COMPUTERISATION? by Carl Benedikt Frey and Michael A. Osborne, 2013

0.25 0.5 0.75 1

Probability that jobs will be eliminated as a result of innovations in digital technology

(including computerization, robotics and artificial intelligence)

Figure 24.1: Susceptibility of Jobs to Exponential Technologies
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capacities for creativity, perceptiveness and social intelligence auto-
matically come to the fore.

CLARITY CAPACITY CONTAMINATIONequals minus

Figure 24.2: The CLARITY® Equation

Clarity of understanding gives rise to the qualities you need to
thrive, prosper and create meaningful results in the twenty-first
century.

Reality check

So am I saying there’s nothing else to learn? That if you deepen your
understanding of these principles, you’ll automatically know how to
develop a mobile app, master the latest social media tools and play the
guitar like Jimi Hendrix? Of course not – that’s a ridiculous notion. As the
rate of innovation continues to increase, there are new skills to learn and
tools to master. Whether it’s ‘soft skills’ such as selling and negotiating
or ‘hard skills’ such as software development and data science, there are
some things in life that are responsive to instruction, practise and mas-
tery. You wouldn’t want to travel in a plane flown by a pilot who had
never been to flight school and was just ‘trusting their intuition’. But by
the same token, you wouldn’t want to travel in a plane flown by a pilot
who was highly skilled and experienced, but who was lost in an outside-
in La-la Land ruminating over a pay dispute. And that’s the key: As you
get a deeper understanding of the principles behind clarity, you automat-
ically benefit from your innate capacities, and increase your bandwidth
and selectivity for learning the skills and capabilities that aren’t innate.
Your ability to create results relies both on your innate capacities, and on
the skills and abilities they enable you to learn.
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Reality check
‘Hang on a second! We may be living at the least violent time in history, but aren’t stress, anxiety and depression on the
increase?’ Yes and no. In their book The Third Wave, Alvin and Heidi Toffler describe the waves of transformation that have
swept the planet over the past 10,000 years. Each wave was the result of a certain ‘leverage point’; an aspect of reality that
was already true, but that hadn’t been realized (insightfully understood) until that point in history. The Tofflers specified the
first three waves (Agricultural, Industrial and Information), but we’re now seeing the rise of the fourth wave, The Thought
Revolution. As each wave rises, existing problems are solved, benefits are realized and new problems are created. Solutions to
the new problems are delivered by the next wave, for example:

Transformation Leverage point Examples of problems solved/Benefits created
Examples of new problems/
Challenges created

The Agricultural
Revolution
(first wave –
circa 8000 BC)

Understanding of
farming and
agriculture

– Massively stabilized food supply

– Ability to settle territory

– Ability to create goods

– Writing

– Harder work for some

– Inequality/slave labour

– Increased risk of disease

The Industrial
Revolution
(second wave –
circa 1760)

Understanding of
mechanization/
industry

– Improved transportation

– More and better goods

– Increased standard of living

– Pollution/environmental damage

– Migration/disrupted families

– Industrial-scale warfare

(Continued)
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Transformation Leverage point Examples of problems solved/Benefits created
Examples of new problems/
Challenges created

The Information
Revolution
(third wave –
circa 1940)

Understanding of
information/
digitization/
computerization

– Improved communication and access to information
(facilitated the ‘Arab Spring’ uprising and the increase
in democracy globally)

– Dematerialization of goods (smartphones mean you
can have a phone, camera, satnav, torch, stereo and
numerous other devices in your pocket)

– Increased automation

– Technological unemployment

– Information overwhelm

– Attention poverty

– Time scarcity

– Mental congestion

– Connection starvation

– Increasing volatility, uncertainty,
complexity and ambiguity

– Increases in stress, anxiety and
depression

The Thought
Revolution
(fourth wave –
in progress)

Understanding of
the nature of
THOUGHT

– Reduced stress, anxiety and depression

– Deeper connection to self, others and life as a whole

– Greater clarity, wellbeing and peace of mind

– Higher performance

– More intuition, creativity and innovation

– More valuable innovations

– Increased social intelligence

– Improved mental health

– Greater wisdom in business, governments and other
institutions

– Resolution of long-standing social problems, (many of
which have bedeviled humanity for millennia)

?

‘So are you saying all we need is to understand the principles behind clarity, and all our problems will disappear? That I’ll
suddenly be able to create exponential results and live the life of my dreams?’ I’m not saying that. We live at a pivotal point
in history. While in many ways, things are better than ever, we also face some of the biggest threats yet to our existence as a
species, including climate change, artificial intelligence, radical fundamentalism and poverty.
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and Ambiguity; the ‘positive VUCA’ of Vision, Understanding, Clar-
ity and Agility. And what transforms negative VUCA into positive
VUCA?

Foresight. . . Insight. . . Realization. . .

The IFTF creates scenarios to give leaders ‘foresight’; a ‘feel’ for pos-
sible futures. As leaders reflect on these future scenarios, they often
have insights and realizations relating both to the present, and to the
way forward. In the face of insight, volatility inspires vision, uncer-
tainty resolves to understanding, ambiguity gives way to agility and
complexity yields to clarity.

Volatility

Uncertainty

Complexity

Ambiguity

Vision

Understanding

Clarity

Agility

+ =
Insight /

Realization

Figure 24.3: Negative VUCA plus Insight equals Positive VUCA

In times of transformational change, it’s easy to be comforted
by the opiates of habit, tradition and business-as-usual. It takes
courage to step into the unknown, and tread purposefully in the
domain of experiment, exploration and transformation. So I’ll
tell you what I often tell my clients at the start of my one-year
programmes. . .

On the one hand, I want you to be wildly successful,
whatever your definition of success turns out to be. . .

And on the other hand, I want you to become the fullest
expression of who you really are.
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PROSPERING IN THE TRANSFORMATION ECONOMY

Because it turns out that becoming the fullest
expression of who you really are. . .

Is the surest path to becoming wildly successful. . .
Whatever your definition of success turns out to be.

Practicality check: How is understanding the
transformation economy going to help me
get results?

We’re right at the start of the most disruptive phase in human history;
the challenges we face are significant. As Einstein said, if mankind is
to survive and move towards higher levels, it will come as a result of
actions born from a new type of thinking; an increase in our individual
and collective consciousness.

RESULTSACTIONCLARITY equalsplus

Figure 24.4: The CLARITY® Results Model

We’re all on this journey together, hurtling through space at 67,000
miles per hour. The fact that you’re reading this book means
that you’re already increasing your understanding of the principles
behind clarity. As you get a deeper embodied understanding of how
the mind already works, who you really are will be showing up more
and more of the time. This is the path to the kind of results worth
creating, and the kind of success worth having.
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